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Sea Jellies and Jelly-like Organisms
Most people cringe when they think of jellyfish floating
through the ocean or laying on the beach.In fact, the
painful sting that is caused by some jellyfish has made
us overlook what makes these animals so beautiful and

interesting.Jellyfish serve as an important part of the
food web and many animals,including birds and turtles,
consider jellyfish to be a tasty treat. You can often visit
the National Seashore and view shorebirds and other

jwildlife eating jeilyfisbLthat have-washedashore..._
Jellyfish are related to other creatures,such as sea
anemones,corals, and hydroids. All of these creatures
use stinging cells for feeding and defense. With no brain
to guide their actions, jellyfish must depend on currents
to carry them to where food may be. Spring and summer
winds and currents can sometimes cause many jellyfish

Portuguese Man-of-War

to wash onto the beach at the National Seashore.
What do I do if

I get stung by a
jellyfish?

Many of the jellies that are found in the Laguna
Madre or Gulf of Mexico have stinging cells that
are too weak to affect humans. Even though
animals like the Portuguese man-of-war or Sea
nettles can have quite a painful sting, there is
seldom a need for serious medical concern

as bee stings or ant bites. If you are stung, apply
salt water, not fresh water. Applying fresh water
will cause the stinging cells to become agitated,
resulting in further pain. You can seek medical
attention at the Malaquite Visitor Center or apply
vinegar to the irritated area.

unless the person stung has other allergies, such
Portuguese

The Portuguese man-of-war is sometimes

Man-of-War

referred to as the "blue jellyfish," but it is actually but it can also deflate and temporarily submerge
not a true jelly. Instead, it is a colony of hundreds itself to avoid a surface attack. Suspended beneath
of animals that live and work together as a single the float are long tentacles, reaching up to 60
unit. Each type of animal forms a different part
feet, with stinging cells used for capturing small
of the body with one of four specialized jobs. The fish that wander into this drifting death trap.
units of animals include the hunting and digestive Portuguese man-of-war have an extremely painful

creature may rock from side to side in the water,

polyps,the floating unit, and the animals that
sting,so you may want to stay out of the water if
reproduce for the colony. In order to stay wet, this you see many of them washed on the beach.

Blue Button

Sometimes the beach looks as though it is
freckled with blue-green coins. These are Blue

button jellyfish, and like the Portuguese manof-war, each is actually a colony of organisms
that drift where the wind and currents send

them. Each type of animal in the colony serves a
specialized function for the survival of the colony.
While small,free-floating marine animals, known
as zooplankton,are captured by the Blue button's
tentacles, humans are fortunately unaffected by
its mild sting.
Continue on other side.

